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Despite daily hardships, Larry tries to keep upbeat. “You have gotta start thinking positive that it’ll workout.” One of his biggest worries concern his children whom he would like to see. Larry is one of 1,887 homeless people in San Bernardino.

WITH OR WITHOUT SHELTER
Care & support of the community, or the lack of thereof?

An inside look at San Bernardino park residents

In efforts to help
Another homeless
the county’s homeless
woman,
Elle, who has
By Sierra Marrero
population, different
been
residing
on BaseAsst. Community Editor
groups, organizations,
line with her friend
and programs, often come together to offer Willie for over 15 years, said she wasn’t
some type of help. However, controversies interested in going to shelters because they
are continuing to be raised.
don’t provide the help she is looking for.
“I’ve stayed at a battered women’s
“I have a lot of problems going on
shelter and only had to go there once. You right now. [...] I have a disability. They
don’t get much sleep in a shelter depend- won’t give me any intentional care that I
ing on who you are and what problems you need [...] they just tell me that I need to get
face,” said Sierra, a woman living in and a copy of my birth certificate [...] to prove
out of Seccombe Lake Park.
what? my birth date?!” Elle exclaimed.
“A lot of times the people who come
She explained why the process of getin [the shelters] take your stuff,” explained ting to stay inside a shelter is more difficult
Sierra.
for her.
Continued on Page 4

Park residents of
tered.
San Bernardino open
These
residents
By Stanisha Parker
up about issues of
also
share
their
own
Staff Writer
homelessness, prejuperspective on why
dice, safety, job search and unusual appeals they are homeless and what it feels like.
of living without a roof.
‘Poppa’ Charles, a resident of SecSeccombe Lake Park, for example, is combe Park, explained that he left his last
echoed with murals, a place for families to place due to theft.
explore, the community to come together
“They [former residents] were taking
for events, and sightseeing over the lake.
my stuff so I said, ‘I’m out of here.’ That
The park also has a homeless access was a few years ago,” said Charles.
center located at the northeast corner that
It is not just the people that affect them
was approved in June of 2015 and aided by but also the open environment with diffithe homeless support group, Mercy Hands. cult weather conditions.
In a 2016 San Bernardino Survey
“I adapt when it gets here. You get in
count, there are approximately 1,887 peo- your tent and it’s raining—I just lay in it
ple without a home; 696 of them are shelContinued on Page 4

BSA to welcome transgender boys
Staff Writer

Community

The Boy Scouts of America (BSA)
will now be accepting transgender boys.
The organization released a statement
informing people that after 100 years of using the biological sex indicated on a child’s
birth certificate, they will now be accepting
those who identify as a boy on Jan. 30.
The BSA, who are commonly associated with conservative values, have taken a
step towards progress with their decision.
“Starting today, we will accept and
register youth in the Cub and Boy Scout
programs based on gender identity indicat-

ed on the application. Our organization’s
local councils will help find units that can
provide for the best interest of the child,”
according to the BSA statement.
Chief Scout Executive, Michael Surbaugh released a video on YouTube explaining what the BSA stands for and how
their new policy will allow them to serve
the youth.
“The move toward trans-inclusion is a
positive one and provides a good model,”
said Gender and Sexuality Studies Program Director, Dr. Todd Jennings.
Jennings, a former boy scout, remembers the importance placed on standing up
Continued on Page 2

College resources
Community assistance for
college students.

pg. 6

for fairness.
“So it’s disappointing that the BSA
continues to follow rather than lead in
helping boys to see, and experience, the
links between inclusion and the character
values the BSA works to instill,” continued
Jennings.
In 2015, the BSA lifted a restriction on
openly gay leaders and employees, and allowed leaders to be selected regardless of
sexual orientation.
“It would have meant more had the
BSA arrived at LGBTQ inclusion earlier
and under their own volition rather than
simply reacting to pressure [...] but at least
they eventually got there and that is good

Features

By Brittanie Gutierrez

Photo by Brittanie Gutierrez

Inscribed pride flag hanging in the CSUSB Pride Center.

The N Word

Some words are better left
unsaid.
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Freeze on Environmental Protection Agency
By Kassandra Garcia
Contributing Writer

Over 2,300 CSU and UC faculty members signed an open letter that addressed
concerns regarding President Donald
Trump’s freeze on the the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
The letter was released to Trump and
his cabinet after he and his administration
ordered the EPA, created for the purpose of
protecting human health and the environment, to remove the climate change page
from their website.
Trump made it clear that the EPA is
on a media blackout until Scott Pruitt, his
nominee to lead the agency, is confirmed
by Congress on Jan. 24.
From the start of his transition period
into presidency, Trump and his administration have shared hostile views towards
science. This has left scientists questioning whether or not the general populace is
aware of what this will entail for the science community.
“I think it is crucial that our campus
focuses on what is currently going on in the
science community,” said student Daniella
Castelo. “We as a community need to be
environmentally aware in support of the
scientists who do not have a voice because
of current governmental restrictions.”
That raises the question about whether academic institutions such as CSUSB
are doing enough to raise environmental
awareness.

Photo by Kassandra Garcia

Solar panels on campus which help make the university more environment friendly and energy efficient.
Currently, the Environmental Health
Science Club (EHS) introduces and guides
students through the diverse and dynamic
field of environmental health at CSUSB.
According to the club’s webpage, the
purpose of the EHS is to promote professional leadership and create awareness on
local, national, and global environmental
issues.
There are several ways in which the
university promotes environmental awareness.
One example is the new water conservation, San Bernardino Valley Water Conservation Demonstration Garden, located
near the Student Recreation and Fitness
Center.
The conservation lists all the policies, strategies and activities to sustainably
manage and protect water resource.
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“I think we are making progress,” said
Dr. Joan Fryxell, a geology professor at
CSUSB.
These progressions can be viewed on
PennEnvironment’s website, which is a
statewide, citizen-based environmental advocacy organization.
“As with any progress, there are forward steps and setbacks, but progress is
occurring, particularly in California which
has taken a leadership role in showing how
this can work,” added Fryxell.
In an effort to improve environmental
awareness, CSUSB advocates clean energy usage, the campus has solar panels,
promotes carpooling, offers free bus rides
with student ID, as well as power producing gym equipment.
Further improvement, according to
Fryxell, can be made by offering an “In-

troduction to Environmental Studies” class
and making it a graduation requirement for
all students.
This is another way CSUSB can spark
interest in environmental awareness.
“I appreciate everything our campus
does in terms of promoting clean energy
usage but I still don’t see it as enough,”
said student Erin Gonzales.
PenEnvironment’s website also includes material on issues and an action
page where you are can help support causes
by providing some of your information.
“We definitely need classes that keep
us aware of what is currently going on with
climate change and the scientific community because the lack of awareness is harmful to our health and environment,” asserted Gonzales.
CSUSB students can also dedicate
time to get in contact with their elected
officials to discuss the current EPA restrictions and environmental issues such as climate change.
“While many people think small
things would be insignificant, they are all
definitely significant and effective,” said
Fryxell and brought the examples of conserving and reducing water consumption.
In order to raise awareness on such issues, Fryxell urges people to express their
opinions to their elected representatives.
“I recommend that people write/talk
to the leadership at the state level and in
congress,” stressed Fryxell.

with pool, one mile to campus, single room
CLASSIFIED: House
$550/month and shared room $370/month with

ROOM FOR RENT

deposit, all utilities included. 626-371-6359

guez.
Continued from Page 1
for boys,” continued Jennings.
The Church of Jesus Christ of LatterThis resolution was a progressive step Day Saints (LDS) released a statement on
for the self-proclaimed diverse organiza- Jan. 31 informing their followers that they
tion.
are reviewing the policy made by the BSA.
The new policy is another step into
“Boy Scouts has assured its religious
acceptance in accordance to the shifting chartering organizations that, as in the past,
mindset of society.
they will be able to organize their troops in
“It’s a long time coming. It’s long a way fully consistent with their religious
overdue,” said student Luis Esparza.
beliefs,” stated the Church of Jesus Christ
“We shouldn’t be judging people of Latter-Day Saints.
based on their sexual orientation or what
LDS officials have released statements
they identify as to begin with. It was a on LGBTQ issues in relation to the BSA
great decision by those in charge of the in the past, which have further pushed LGBoy Scouts to allow individuals to identify BTQ advocates to lobby for change.
as they wish,” continued Esparza.
“Trans-boys will experience incluStudent Frank Young agreed that the sion while non-trans boys will have inclumovement is progression modeled for them.
sive and great for the
Equally important, these
BSA to allow those
boys will be part of a fuwho identify as boys to
ture where we hope that
participate.
inclusion is the norm
Gender
identity
rather than the excephas been a hot topic for
tion,” said Jennings.
Dr. Todd Jennings
the last couple of years,
with laws being passed
to stop discrimination against the LGBTQ
community.
Along with those laws, have come a
lot of backlash from different groups of
people.
Pride Center Program Assistant
Francisco Rodriguez said the new policy
is great but that he’s seen a lot of backlash, especially since the start of Donald
Trump’s presidency.
“[For instance] the Coke-A-Cola ad
that they put on during the Super Bowl—
they had a lot of diverse people and they
Photo by Noah Berger | REUTERS
got a lot of backlash on that,” said Rodri- A boy scout holding a rainbow flag at a gay pride parade.

“A future where we hope

that inclusion is the norm
rather than the exception,”
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Bullet proof stories & force for good
L.A. Times editor-in-chief Davan Maharaj discusses journalism

Photos courtesy of Corinne McCurdy | CSUSB

By Loydie Burmah
Executive Editor

Editor-in-chief and publisher of the
Los Angeles Times, Davan Maharaj, led a
discussion on the importance of accuracy
and fairness in journalism, utilizing storytelling to enact positive change, and accessing veritable information at CSUSB on
Feb. 9.
“We want to help in the development
of young storytellers like you,” said Maharaj.
He also mentioned that the L.A. Times
intends on maintaining a relationship with
CSUSB to share resources and services
with not only student journalists but the
San Bernardino community as well.
“We also want to make sure that we
just don’t write about the community, we
make an investment in the community,”
continued Maharaj.
Kyle Finck, L.A.Times High School
Insider Project Lead, was also participated
in the discussion. Finck serves as a liaison
between CSUSB and the Times.
“It is crucial for young journalists
to always delve into the question of why

Mr. Davan Maharaj, editor-in-chief and publisher of the Los Angeles Times.

Maharaj noted that unlike other prosomething is happening, why someone
is saying something, and why the world fessions, journalism offers a “passport into
people’s lives.”
works the way it does,” stated Finck.
Professional journalism requires stoThe discussion began with Maharaj
recalling his first experience as a cub re- rytellers interested in discerning truths,
porter for the Trinidad Express in his na- reality and deception with factual research
and information to share with others in
tive country of Trinidad.
order to provoke reHis first pubform.
lished piece influ“As an educated
enced reformative accitizen I think your
tion for San Fernando
responsibility is to
wharf fishermen facascertain what is the
ing storage facility
truth [...] That should
issues.
help form your opin“By just reportEditor-in chief, Davan Maharaj
ion, your belief sysing a story, and extem, and then you
posing a truth, I was
decide what your acable to get a positive
action, for many of these fishermen,” said tions will be based on that,” said Dr. Terry
L. Ballman, Dean of College for Arts and
Maharaj.
If the story was never written, he be- Letters.
lieved that those fishermen would have
Audience members asked questions
never received the necessary assistance regarding how journalists should engage in
needed.
credible, accurate reporting during the cur“Not only can you change people’s rent political reformations occurring under
lives, and use words and facts as a force President Donald Trump and his adminisfor good, but you can educate people,” said tration. Questions were also asked about
how readers can become more vigilant in
Maharaj.

“Not only can you change

people’s lives, and use words
and facts as a force for good,
but you can educate people,”

finding truthful, factual information amidst
“alternative facts” and “fake news.”
“I think it is really concerning that a
lot of people [...] don’t know the difference between where they can find fake
news, and where they can find real news,”
commented Coyote Radio Director Lacey
Kendall.
Kendall then asked Maharaj how the
Times “retort to their public” amidst uncertainty and deception, ultimately ensuring
them that the publication is indeed trustworthy.
“How do you as a newspaper, retort to
your publics, and say, “we’re real”?” asked
Kendall.
Maharaj responded that it “takes all
of us,” meaning academia, citizens, neighbors, friends and journalists to educate and
provide each other with veritable sources
for information. This challenge cannot be
completed by solely journalists alone.
“This is a great time to be a journalist. Because if you believe in truth, if you
believe in exposing lies, and if you believe
in standing up for readers, there is no better time now, than this environment,” said
Maharaj.

Chronicle Page 4
By Stanisha Parker
Continued from Page 1
with the water and straighten it up
when it's done. That's all you can do," said
Charles.
Adapting to cold and wet weather
conditions is one of the several challenges
park residents face on a daily basis; another challenge is finding sufficient programs
for employment.
Larry, another park resident shared his
experience.
"Some of them [support programs] are
helpful, but I haven't checked into all of
them, though. If you look, there's a lot, but
I'm not trying too much," said Larry, after
a long sigh.
Larry believes that the most needed
aid should come in the area of job training,
"I would like Job or training for a job [...].
No one's gonna deal with you—you know?
Give you a chance[...]," he said.
As stated by the National Coalition for
the Homeless, there is help for all Americans to prepare for employment.
However, there are some barriers that
limit the accessibility for the homeless.
Barriers such as, but not limited to: no
access to computers for job applications,
reliable transportation, limited education
levels, no job skills, chronic health issues,
and a criminal record.
As experts suggest, criminalization of
homeless people is one of the reasons that
hinders their employment.
In its No Safe Zone report, the National Law Center on Homelessness &
Poverty explained how the homeless are
criminalized for sleeping in public, in cars,

By Sierra Marrero
Continued from Page 1
“They’re more likely to take them
[families] first. I’d take the mama with the
kid first before I take the man or women
without any [kids] [...] I mean wouldn’t
you? [...] The baby needs help,” said Elle.
While some shelters only accept
families, individuals can still receive emergency homeless assistance at the Frazee
Community Center.
Here meals are provided from Monday
to Friday, 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., along
with clothing closets and emergency food
bags on the last weekday of the month.
Anyone, regardless of their level of
homelessness, can come into the community center as they state that their “focus is
to help homeless and low-income individuals and families.”
For homeless families, help comes in
many places. One of the largest contributors to assist families in the County is the
Salvation Army Corps of San Bernardino.
Homeless Shelter Director of the San
Bernardino Salvation Army Corps, Ann
Metu, said that people who are homeless
may not always be completely homeless.
Metu said that they will help whoever is
struggling and in need of assistance.
“Whether it’s because of dysfunctional families, substance abuse, domestic
violence, counselor visits, poor financial
decisions, needing food, or even coming in
even for a place to stay for the night [...] or
a few months [...] we’ll help,” said Metu.
“Ninety seven percent of people who
come here go to permanent housing instead
of going back to the street [...],” said Metu.
Along with providing shelter, the Salvation Army provides emergency services
including daily meals, after-school programs for the youth, summer camps, clothing, furniture, rehabilitation for chronically
homeless families, legal services, transportation, rent and financial advice.
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"If you're doing something positive [staying out of trouble] you might
feel comfortable [...]. I sometimes, feel
safe," said Larry.
Larry could have been one of the
1,657 homeless people who were victimized by people with stable housing,
according to the data from the National
Coalition for the Homeless (NCH). At
least 428 succumbed to their injuries,
stated NCH from a 2016 report.
The NCH reported some cases
have confirmation that these attacks
were fueled from the vulnerability and
status of the victim as well as opportunity.
Prejudice is another issue homeless
people
tackle.
Photo courtesy of Moses Roberts
"Everybody
sees the homeless
Papa Charles
as a negative part of life. I'm not
or begging for food.
negative, period," Charles stated in an
According to the report, nine percent
emboldened tone.
of cities in the United States prohibit sharCharles admitted that there are people
ing food with the homeless— San Berwho see homeless people with a sense of
nardino is not one of them.
compassion: "Depends on the person and
A case involving violence and crimiindividual [...]. A lot of people don't see
nalization towards a homeless man sparked
them [the homeless] as negative—that's
national outrage in 2011.
why a lot of them come up here and help
Kelly Thomas, a homeless man diagfeed them."
nosed with schizophrenia, was beaten to
According to a survey performed by
death by two former Fullerton California
the Stop Homeless America, 67 percent of
police officers during an arrest. Officers
people believe that drug and alcohol addicwere called due to his alleged suspicious
tions are the leading cause of homelessness
behavior.
then mental illness and disabilities.
Shelters often helps alleviate issues
Charles had a few words for people
related to the criminalization of the homewho believe the homeless only have themless as it provides a sense of security and
selves to blame.
protection. For some, though, there can
"Everybody say, 'You need to get a
be alternative ways of creating a sense of
job!' It ain't that easy. If you say, 'You need
safety."
to get a job'—go out there and get me

one," Charles continued.
Experts suggest that employment is
not an absolute solution to ending homelessness.
According to nationalhomeless.org,
an organization that works towards ending
homelessness, about 44 percent of homeless people have jobs.
Nationalhomeless.org connects issues
of homelessness with affordable housing,
unemployment, mental illness, health care
problems, addiction, and domestic abuse.
Although living on the streets,
Charles explained his appeal, "I like it. I'm
a night owl. I like the night air [...]. I make
my own money on my own. I don't need to
work for anybody."
According to Charles, there is a
system within the homeless community, or
camp, depending on location.
"One guy will try to be the 'big boss'.
They'll say, 'Hey, put in $100 so everybody
can eat," said Charles.
Another problem he faces is theft
among other park residents.
"People try to rip you off—steal from
you. My tent is over there (points) in the
field. They took my whole tent and everything inside. I had to start all over again,"
said Charles.
Despite the hardships, Charles reiterates that he likes "being outside" and saving rent payments.
While Charles is comfortable where
he is, this is not the attitude of every person
without a home.
Larry is searching for work; he explained his day-to-day routine, "[I] Hope,
I come across a job, recycle, "bum" some
change."

Through the “Temporary Assistance
additional resources ranging from the SecFor Needy Families” program, Metu said
ond Harvest Food Bank, San Bernardino
that there is an effort to keep an income for Women’s Club, San Manuel Band of Misclients.
sion Indians, to the Medical Student Out“We make sure you save 75% of that
reach teams from Loma linda University.
money in a deposit box for wherever you
For men who are over the age of 18
go,” said Metu. “While you are here we try seeking shelter, they have an option to go
to connect you with other services [...] like
to The Central Lutheran Mission (CCLM),
for your electricity. We refer you to other
which provides emergency housing, along
partnerships to help you pay minor bills
with meals, a hygiene kit, a case manager
because these are things that will stop you
to help with their financial needs, and even
getting into and apartment,” she continued. clothing.
Inland
The
County Legal
CCLM is the
Services
only emeris another
gency shelgroup that
ter readily
works indeavailable for
pendently
single men
to provide
with no chillegal asdren in the
sistance to
entire San
clients, with
Bernardino
or without
County. For
families,
the past few
and donates
years, there
over $30,000
has been a
each year to the Salvation Army.
push into opening another shelter for these
“Every 1st and 3rd Thursday of the
homeless individuals.
month we have a paralegal come in and
In July of 2016 city council members
he helps with people that have legal issues
discussed opening a shelter in San Berthat will automatically stop [them] from
nardino for homeless men titled “Mary’s
getting a job or getting into housing, like
Village,” but Councilman Henry Nickel
maybe child support issues pending, a
and Councilwomen Bessine
Littlefield
Tw Cen
MT Condensed
divorce and you don’t know what to do or
Richard, among others, opposed the mo10 pt
[...] all kinds of issues,” said Metu.
tion to move forward.
Justify with last line aligned left
Furthermore, San Bernardino
County
They
believed
it would
Community
Section of the Coyote
Chronicle
is madethat
possible
in partactually
by a grant
School District helps the homeless
youth
draw
more
homeless
people
to the city and
from the Los Angeles Times.
by acting as liaisons to some of the family
unfairly burden the westside.
shelters. One person mentioned by Metu
Another council member, Henry Nickas a liaison is a woman she referred to as
els, spoke against the plan stating, “Many
Mrs. Brenda, who helps with backpacks,
residents have seen the city’s generosity
uniforms, and school stationary.
result in more homeless people here.”
“We even help college students come
Comments made by the city ofin who just need some food. It’s more
ficials do not correlate with the numbers
common than you know,” said Metu.
presented from the 2015-2016 Homeless
According to Metu, they also receive
Count and Subpopulation, which revealed

an overall decrease of over 203 homeless
people within the city of San Bernadino.
The plans to continue with the construction of the homeless shelter, have
since been denied, re-approved, and is
currently in discussion.
A man living in downtown San Bernardino named “L” demands “some type
of representation.”
“[...] We don’t get none [representation]. That’s the issue. Representation is
important because community is the people,” said L. “Without representation you
cannot fix the community,” he continued.
L briefly explained how he has seen
no urgency to help people living in the
streets and feels that no one asked them
what they need.
Sierra, on the other hand, said she
does not care for representation. She
explained that some shelters can be just
as dangerous as prior living situations, because of those that steal, and those that try
to exert dominance over others. Sierra said
she feels most at home living in parks.
Sierra mentioned that she always finds
new places to live because every so often
the park will do a cleanup and tell people
residing in the park to leave.
Regardless, she admits that the park is
her favorite place above all other places.
“I’m at the top of the world where I’m
at and don’t want them to know nothing
about me [...] there are more people [...]
who are in their homes that are unhappy.
You have husbands unhappy with their
wives, and their jobs, and are miserable.
You don’t know what happens behind
closed doors,” said Sierra. “[...] It’s something shelters can’t fix.”

“[...] We don’t get none [representation].

That’s the issue. Representation is important
because community is the people. Without
representation you cannot fix the community.”
San Bernardino resident, L

Community Section of the Coyote
Chronicle is made possible in part by
a grant from the Los Angeles Times.
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Alpha Phi Philanthropy
Noe Ramos | Chronicle Photos

Alpha Phi sorority raised over thousands of dollars for their fight against heart disease at their Red Dress Gala with the hopes of also spreading awareness, considering how the disease is relatively unnoticed in today’s society.

By Noe Ramos
Staff Writer

Alpha Phi sorority raised over several
thousand dollars in one week.
This past week, Alpha Phi hosted
their annual philanthropy event, which is
dedicated to spreading awareness regarding women’s heart disease.
With many years into the making,
Alpha Phi’s philanthropy started shortly
after World War II had ended.
Now, they are still continuing to
spread awareness for the cause.
Money was raised to donate to the
Alpha Phi Foundation. This foundation
is dedicated to funding scholarships for
women and to help fight against heart
disease.
“Wartime projects were very successful and had given us an idea of what
we could do as a unified whole,” stated
Catherine Wilson Storment on the Alpha
Phi Foundation website.
Storment was the first cardiac aid

chairman for Alpha Phi.
The philanthropy took place in the
span of six days with the first day starting on Monday Jan. 30, from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., where they tabled either inside
the San Manuel Student Union or outside
by the library lawn, depending on the
weather.
Like many philanthropies on campus,
other organizations helped meet their
goals. A huge portion of the organizations
that assisted in the philanthropy were
specifically fraternities.
These fraternities did a week-long
friendly competition with each other by
seeing who raises the most funds for the
foundation, as well as help spread the
awareness about heart disease.
According to Emily Brown, Vice
President of Marketing for Alpha Phi,
heart disease is the number one killer for
women.
“Being the number one killer for
women, [it] is so important [to] spread the
awareness [about it] because not many

women know about this,” continued
Brown.
Brown was one of the members in
charge of conducting the philanthropy.
Preparation for this philanthropy had
taken many months in advance, going as
far back as this past summer.
“This is our biggest event of the year
so we try to put on our best show and give
it our best shot,” said Haille Johnson.
Johnson, another member who was in
charge of the philanthropy, is a third year
and the current president of Alpha Phi.
She stated that with last year’s philanthropy, they were able to raise up to
$23,000 dollars. Currently, the funds are
still being calculated, but at least $20,000
has been raised thus far. They are hoping
that they will be able to surpass last year’s
results.
There were many women that participated to help make the philanthropy
run smoothly. To some of these young
women, the cause hits close to home,
especially with the former president and

current Red Dress Chairman of Alpha Phi,
Ashley Skvarca.
“It is important to me because heart
disease runs in my family,” said Skvarca.
She stated that several of her family
members have gone through heart surgery
and that it has impacted her greatly.
“We definitely want to donate a lot of
money back to the foundation,” continued
Skvarca.
The final part of the philanthropy is
an event called the Red Dress Gala, which
was hosted at the Orange Show’s Nos
Event Center on Feb. 4.
The purpose of the banquet was to
recognize the several participants that assist with helping raise money and spread
awareness for heart disease. There were
games, prizes, as well as a silent auction that included the auctioning off of a
puppy.
This ended the week long philanthropy of Alpha Phi and shall be taking place
again next year with the goal of surpassing this year’s results.

International students at CSUSB

Another factor that attracts internaContributing Writer
tional students to attend this university
is Test of English as a Foreign Language
CSUSB is known to host about 1,000
(TOEFL) preparation classes.
international students from over 53 differTOEFL is a standardized test that
ent countries around
measures the English
the world, according
language ability of
to the Center for Internon-English speakers
national Studies and
pursuing enrollment
Programs (CISP).
in an English speaking
Some factors that
university.
attract international
“The universtudents to attend
sity offers an English
CSUSB include:
language program in
affordable tuition,
which if [an] internanationally recognized
tional student passes
degree programs
a certain level, we can
and a highly diverse
get the TOFEL waiver.
campus.
And since I am an
“I chose CSUSB
international student
because compared to
and do not receive
other schools, CSUSB
financial aid, CSUSB
is one of the most
Gina Yeh
was the best choice for
diverse campuses in
me,” said international
Southern California
student Halee Lee.
and CSUSB’s tuition is really cheap,
CSUSB is also committed to providalthough, many people think otherwise
ing services and programs that will aid
I feel really lucky to be a student at
and facilitate the transition of international
CSUSB,” said Gina Yeh, an international
students, along with their family members
student from Taiwan.

By Elina Urriutia

“I chose CSUSB because

compared to other schools,
CSUSB is one of the most diverse campuses in Southern
California and CSUSB’s tuition
is really cheap, although,
many people think otherwise I feel really lucky to be
a student at CSUSB,”

as well.
The host families are encouraged to
International students are prohave the international students in “family
vided with a wide variety of degrees and
activities in the evenings and weekends,
programs, including international acaenriching the students’ stay and giving
demic programs such as: Asian Studies,
them a true picture of American culture,”
Arabic Studies, Latin
according to the
American Studies and
College of Extended
Global studies.
Learning.
“I chose this
Not only does
university because I
CSUSB’s educaam really interested
tion rank in the top 4
in the Latin American
percent of the naprogram here and I
tion, according to the
have heard it is a great
Collegiate Learning
and a very interesting
Assessment, it also
program,” said interholds the most diverse
national student Jorge
student population in
Saucedo.
the Inland Empire.
Being one of
“I am really glad
Southern California’s
that I am able to meet
most diverse universipeople from all over
ties creates opportunithe world and be able
Fahad Mohammad
ties for students to
to learn about their
form connections with
culture, it’s quite
one another.
interesting you know
CSUSB provides host families to the
because back in my home country everyinternational students so as to make the
one is the same and here things are much
international students more acclimated to
different,” said international student Fahad
the area.
Mohammad.

“I am really glad that I am

able to meet people from
all over the world and be
able to learn about their
culture, it’s quite interesting
you know because back in
my home country everyone
is the same and here things
are much different,”
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College benefits for veterans
Veterans receive financial benefits to pay for their education
By Kathleen Ramirez
Staff Writer

CSUSB veteran students provide first-hand insights
into a variety of tuition benefits for members of the military on active duty or after its completion.
While in service, active duty members receive tuition
assistance which pays on a per class basis up to $4,500 a
year.
“While you are in the military they pay for your tuition 100 percent, the only issue is if the military needs
you at any point to go to a training exercise, that comes
before school,” said Danny Sanchez, veteran master’s
student in accounting.
This happened to Danny several times while going to
school in the service. “I would miss assignments and have
to play catch up. So I would recommend waiting until you
are out of the service and then using your GI Bill to finish
your education,” explained Sanchez.
The post 9/11 Government Issued bill, or the GI Bill,
may provide up to 4 years of education benefits to eligible
service members and veterans who have served at least
90 days on active duty to use for college or any type of
certificate program.
There is also the Montgomery GI Bill, which offers
mainly the same benefits but with one stipulation being, a
full-time student has to pay tuition, fees, books and other
education-related expenses. Whereas those who have the
post 9/11 benefits have those fees covered.
“I have been out of service for 4 years and am not
sure what I want to major in yet, but knowing I have 6
years left to earn a degree definitely gives me incentive
to decide soon because it is a privilege to have my education paid for,” said Joseph Patterson, student veteran, who
served for 4 years in Afghanistan.
Once out of the service the clock starts ticking and
military members have 10-15 years to use their GI bill.
If a member needs to take time off from school for

Photo courtesy of Military Media Inc.

any reason they can do so, and will still be able to reapply
at a later date and be eligible to use the GI Bill as long as
it is with in the 10-15 year time frame.
The Post-9/11 GI Bill pays in a couple ways, the major factors being the number of months served on active
duty and the number of credits taken.
If a member of the military decides to attend a public
school, the Post-9/11 GI Bill will pay tuition in full.
Some say that the Montgomery GI Bill payment rates
are a little more tricky because the biggest factor is based
on credit load.
Under the Montgomery Bill, a full time student will
receive $1,857, however if they are only a part time stu-

dent they will get half that amount.
“I am a dependent and will be going into the Air
Force after I earn my Bachelor in Business and Administration. And once I am in the Air Force I would like to do
my Masters,” said Otis Douglas.

“[...] I have 6 years left to earn a degree
definitely gives me incentive to decide
soon because it is a privilege to have my
education paid for,”
Student and veteran, Joseph Patterson

Community assistance for college students
By Amber Childress
Staff Writer

College students seek helpful benefits,
ranging from transportation to school supplies, and food.
Not all students have reliable access to
transportation.
“For college students we offer free
bus rides with their school IDs. When the
school has a partnership with Omnitrans
they agree to allow the students to ride for
free,” said Omnitrans worker Kelly Williams.
Along with transportation, costs go up
causing more students to struggle to get essential items.
“Helping Hand Pantry offers a College Student Food Assistance Program.
This program helps college student who

need help getting food,” stated Helping
Hand Worker Windy.
This organization is here to help college students who do not have access to
food or cannot afford to purchase food.
“Being a college student is like a full
time job and adding a part time job to it
makes being a college student even harder.
Helping Hands program provides ways for
college students to get food on a college
student budget,” stated student Jill Fanning.
Students who need help with finances
can also get connected with Amazon Student.
With the Amazon Student membership students are able to get great deals on
test prep materials, discounts on buying
or renting textbooks, and for the first six
months students are able to get two day

shipping on select items.
“Amazon seeks to help support students as much as possible. From offering
students the ability to access things needed
for school along with things needed outside of school at a discounted rate,” said
Micheal Lopez, worker at Amazon.
Amazon Student is an easily accessible website just for students.
“As a student I love using these websites because they offer a lot of accessible
discounts for me and textbooks are a lot
cheaper on Amazon Student then in the
bookstore at school,” said student Savannah Ordonez.
Those that do not live at home with
family, or on campus may have many bills
to pay which can become a struggle.
Community Action Partnership of San
Bernardino County (CAPSBC), created an

organization to help pay rent and utility
bills.
CAPSBC provide up to 18 months of
rent assistance.
“Between being a full time college
student and going to work part time its
getting harder to pay bills. Being offered
a program that can help pay my bills while
I continue school would be a great help,”
said student Lizzy Perez.
The Student Advantage program is an
organization that offers students the ability
to access a multitude of discounts on food,
clothing, and entertainment.
“We offer access to many different
online shopping locations, free email on
the latest deals and coupons, a convenient
way to get your items, and the best part is
you save money on every perchance,” said
Student Advantage worker Sandra Gomez.
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Even with the protection of free speech, there are certain
words that are still not spoken due to the history and
power they may hold.
By Kiara Perez
Staff Writer

Even with the protection of free speech,
there are certain words that are still not spoken
due to the history and power they may hold.
“The ‘N’ Word,” event hosted at the Santos Manuel Student Union, was an informative
discussion about the meaning of the ‘n’ word.
Attendees had an opportunity to voice
their opinions about the ‘n’ word. Discussions
occurred regarding the word’s meaning, origin
and whether or not it is considered acceptable
to use.
The event was hosted by students Kameron Thomas, Prince Ogidikpe, and the Cross
Culture Center. Thomas, a senior, has been
hosting this event for four years now.
Due to the great response received from
staff and students here on campus, Thomas
hopes it continues.
At the event, Thomas and Ogidikpe asked
questions to encourage audience participation.
A soft foam microphone was tossed around
so that participants could share their thoughts.
They started with discussing the meaning
of the ‘n’ word and where it originated from.
“It is an ethnic slur, usually directed at
black people. The word originated as a neutral
term referring to people with black skin, as a
variation of the Spanish and Portuguese noun
Negro, a descendant of the Latin word “Niger”
which means ‘black’,” said Ogidikpe.
“It was often used derogatorily, and by
the mid-twentieth century, particularly in the
United States, it became a racist insult,” continued Ogidikpe.
Thomas, however, shared a different perspective.
“The research I’ve personally done [...]
it derived from the word Negus, which meant
king and it kind of got bastardized as time
went on. And when slavery happened, instead

of calling the black men and women kings, the
slave owners changed it to “nigger,” to make it
derogatory,” said Thomas
The discussion also addressed two forms
of the ‘n’ word, one being “nigger” and the
other “nigga.”
The word “nigger” is a racial slur towards
black people, and the audience seemed to agree
that it should be scratched out from everyone’s
vocabulary.
Overall, it makes everyone feel uncom-

“The research I’ve person-

ally done [...] it derived from the
word Negus, which meant king and
it kind of got bastardized as time
went on. And when slavery happened, instead of calling the black
men and women kings, the slave
owners changed it to “nigger,”
to make it derogatory.”
Kameron Thomas
fortable. As for the word “nigga,” some students see it as a term of endearment, they use
it to call a friend, and in other social settings.
Student Charlotte Mahone expressed that
she is fine with using the word “nigga.”
“My nigga, my person, someone that I
love,” said student Mahone.
Adam Desta disagreed, “I don’t think it
should be said by anyone, but since no one is
going to abide by that I don’t think non-black
people should say it.”

While there are vast amount of alternatives for replacing “nigga,” it is still viewed as
an unnecessary part of any person’s vocabulary.
Ogidikpe offered some alternatives for the
word “nigga.”
“[...] Bro, man, good sir, friend,etc,” said
Ogidikpe.
Some agreed that the ‘n’ word should only
be used by people in the black community, if it
were to be used at all—otherwise it is considered really offensive.
“The n-word represents a struggle and suffering that our ancestors where put through for
years. It is offensive to me when it is used by
people who are not black,” said Ogidikpe.
Regardless, the word is still used. One
may even here it used on campus.
It is heard on television programs, music—it is a part of today’s pop culture.
Guest speaker Chris Coulter, shared his
perspective regarding how hip-hop and pop
culture have spread and encouraged use of the
‘n’ word for audiences of all types.
Thomas and Ogidikpe asked audience
members how they felt when other ethnic
groups used the ‘n’ word.
“I don’t think it’s okay to use the ‘n’ word,
why? Because it’s a bad word. I was taught
that you shouldn’t say bad words, no matter
what the word is,” said Omar Elhanafy, student
and MSA Vice President.
Elhanafy continued, “The ‘n ‘word to me
is a word that was used for oppression against
black people. The ‘n’ word makes me feel uncomfortable.”
Thomas and Ogidikpe hoped the event
would provoke awareness and understanding
regarding the origins of the ‘n’ word, and why
it should not be used.
“At the end of the day, words don’t have
power unless you give them power,” said
Thomas.

Kiara Perez | Chronicle Photo
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By Clairissa Gonzalez
Staff Writer

Every year the world is reminded to share their love
with their significant others on a specified date, proving
their love with gifts, food, or some quality time spent together.
However, with all the candy hearts and teddy bears
it is easy to forget how many others either spend this day
alone or would rather just forget about it entirely.
“I hate Valentine’s Day, it’s so horrible. It’s the worst
holiday ever,” said student Roman Delifus. “Why spend
money on people?” asked Delifus.
According to a study on Fundivo, in 2016 it was estimated that Americans in total spent over $19.7 billion on
all things Valentine’s day, making the average individual
spend closer to $147.
Not purchasing the right gift can cause issues, some
seemingly irreparable.
“My ex-boyfriend told me I didn’t appreciate him so
that made that day just a big [fustercluck] of confusion,”
said an interviewee who preferred to remain nameless.
“We ended up breaking up a month later anyway,” they
continued.
Despite Valentine’s Day being considered as a day of
love and companionship, it can also be considered one of
the most popular days for breakups.
Many breakups occur due to pressures on a relationship. The symbols of love plastered everywhere in media
or in stores promoting love via materialism, it may have
cause strain within a relationship.

“My ex boyfriend got me and his secret girlfriend the
same card one year. I saw her name on my card and just
handed it back to him without a word,” said student Blair
Gonzalez.

Relationships are tricky to navigate. They become
trickier when considering that there is a universally recognized holiday for romance, sometimes it’s easier to forget
the date even happened.
“My worst Valentine’s Day was last year,” began student Bo Navarro.
“I was asked out on a triple date because the guy’s
first option cancelled on him. Everyone was having a
great time and then there was me, stuck with a boy who
kept making fart jokes all through the movie we went to
see. It was overrated,” continued Navarro.
A different way of celebrating is by participating in
a bar crawl, which is done across America on Valentine’s
Day.
Bar crawls include prizes, contests, musical entertainment, and the opportunity to end your night with
someone. Some people celebrate Valentine’s Day by buying chocolate and flowers, and other times by simply acknowledging their love for that special someone.
Supposedly, the origin of Valentine’s Day begins
with a man named Valentine in the third century Rome.
Emperor Claudius II deemed it unacceptable for soldiers
to have families due to his belief that single men were
better soldiers.
Outraged, to say the least, Valentine began performGladys Oliva | Chronicle Photo
On the day that’s meant to celebrate their relationship, ing weddings for soldiers in secret, up until his actions
were discovered by Claudius and he was ordered to be put
some couples decide to end it instead.
According to a study on A Plus entitled “The Science to death.
Regardless of anyone’s personal feelings about Valenof Breakups,” Valentine’s Day is the third most popular
holiday for break ups, following the seasons of spring tine’s Day, we can all count on that discount priced chocolate the next day, and that’s something to look forward to.
break and winter break.

Saving for your honey
By Genely Barajas
Staff Writer

With Valentine’s Day just around the corner
it can be stressful to find the perfect gift for that
special someone in your life—so what better way
to show you care than cute and affordable DIY
gifts.
Making someone a present is a fun and
sweet way to express gratitude towards them, all
while saving money and time.
It also allows the freedom to personalize and
tailor the present so that it targets your significant other, unlike all the other basic store bought

Genely Barajas | Chronicle Photos

items.
“I prefer something creative and self made
but if you have to be convenient then that is fine
too. You can always take 5 seconds out of your
day to call the person you love to say Happy Valentine’s day, it’s the thought that counts,” said
student Brian Moon.
Valentine’s Day is the perfect opportunity
to step outside your comfort zone and get cheesy
with your emotions. Inspiration can be found just
about anywhere and on almost anything with the
tools out there; such as Pinterest, Etsy, and other
social media applications.
A homemade “scratch-off-hearts” poster is a
quick and easy-to-make gift that you can give to
a lover, a parent or anybody who deserves some
V-Day love.
All the materials needed are things you
might even have laying around the house: stock
paper or poster board paper, some colorful pens
or markers, acrylic paint, dish soap and a white
crayon.
“Being a student makes it hard to be able
to spend on Valentine’s day because we live on
a very limited budget,” expressed student Yessy
Teran, so using materials you already have at
home is a huge money saver.
The poster will resemble a scratch off lottery
ticket but instead of trying to win money, your
significant other will be scratching off the hearts
to reveal reasons why you love them or gifts they
can redeem
Some of the gifts could be a foot rub, a

homemade meal, or anything else you want to
spoil them with.
For this example, I will be doing a “10
things I love about you” poster with 10 hearts
revealing romantic reasons, you can either find
a template online to have perfect symmetrical
hearts or get creative and do something original.
“I’d rather get a homemade gift, because
it means way more to me than something store
bought […] knowing they put effort into making something they think I would like is heart
warming,” shared student Celeste Bailon.
With homemade gifts like this you will no
doubt melt your valentine’s heart.
“I have always been such a big fan of Valentine’s Day. I’m just one of those girls who
loves love so I try to make it a big deal with my
boyfriend because I’m cheesy like that,” said
student Patricia Ramirez.
Even if being artsy-craftsy is not your specialty, a gift considered imperfect just adds to
the personality of it and will make your valentine smile each time they look at it.
“I admire the people who come up with
great homemade gift ideas and it’s usually stuff
they thought of on their own. I always want to
make my boyfriend something he’d love but I
can never think of anything” confessed Ramirez.
Putting your time and effort into something
homemade rather than going out and buying
the typical hearts and chocolates will not only
save you time and money, but will also bring
you closer.

D.I.Y.
Valentine’s
Step 1: Write out a cute message.
For example, “10 reasons why
I love you” or “Are you lucky in
love? Scratch to find out!”
Step 2: Draw out multiple hearts
where you can write cute
messages inside or “gifts” they
can redeem.
Step 3: Using the white crayon,
heavily color inside the hearts.
Step 4: In a bowl mix together
2 parts acrylic paint with 1 part
dish-washing soap and paint the
inside of the hearts, you may
need to do multiple coats.
Step 5: Let the paint dry and give
to your special someone.
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BaguetteExpress
By Monica Rosales
Contributing Writer

Baguette Express is your one-stop-shop for some
of your favorite Vietnamese food in San Bernardino.
Since 2008, this restaurant has been just around
the corner of campus providing locals and students
alike a chance at homemade tasting Vietnamese food.
This quiet little spot looks has a lot to offer.
From the moment one enters the restaurant, there
is a home-like atmosphere.
The workers are very kind, and interested in sharing the variety of things they have to offer.
“This place looked like a hole in the wall, and I
always find the best food in those type of places,” said
student James Cortes.
“I was not wrong, I tried one of their baguette
sandwiches and since then I constantly crave them!”
continued Cortes.
Baguette Express provides delicious food, even
down to their freshly baked baguettes which are prepared every morning and served all day long.
They make sure all their food is prepared with the
best ingredients.
Alongside their popular baguette sandwiches,
which are prepared both Vietnamese and American
style, they have pho, spring rolls, rice platters, and
many other tasty sides.
It is the perfect place for anyone searching for a
hearty meal, or a small dish to nibble on.

For the on-the-go person, they also allow customers to order what they want to go.
“On these cold days, I always want some Pho and
did not realize how close it was to school. I don’t live
nearby so I am excited I can finally get it somewhere
very close to school,” said student Maria Zamora.
They do not just stop there; they also have a variety of drinks for customers to try including some Vietnamese favorites that they strongly suggest.
The have a variety of 25 different smoothies
which can include everyone’s favorite, boba or lychee.
They also have variety of iced coffees to choose from.
“The first time I walked in, I had no idea what this
place was. I was just hungry and wanted to try something new,” said San Bernardino local, Linda Castro. A fully decked out Cajun Shrimp Bánh mì.
The workers went over the entire menu with me
and recommended me their favorite sandwiches and I
did not regret it. I haven’t stopped coming back,” continued Castro.
Besides the food, the atmosphere alone makes
you feel like you should sit down and just enjoy a good
conversation.
With their open seating available, it even provides
a spot for students to relax and study.
“It’s different then your typical Starbucks, it gives
a different experience,” said student Matthew Morales.
One should not miss a chance at trying a place
like this. Try out something new and tasty next time
you need a study break.

An Thai iced tea drink with boba for the soul.
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Working the waves
By Manuel Sandoval
Contributing Writer

Careers within the radio industry can be highly stressful
and deteriorating. However, there are advantages of being an
on-air talent.
Besides meeting and interviewing artists for station
broadcasts and events, radio has its occupational flaws, which
include: no job security, low pay and working on holidays.
Many people even question if radio will become obsolete in the near future.
“Radio is an element of media everyone has access to.
I think people feel connected to their community when they
listen to radio,” said Kevin ‘Gouda’ Schatz, on-air talent for
97.1 AMP Radio.
“There’s something special about listening to a station,
knowing that anyone around you could be listening to the
same thing. Radio creates a connection that a lot of other
forms of media do not obtain.” continued Schatz.
The radio industry is a form of mass media that is constantly shifting to keep up with the digital era by connecting
with their audiences through social media platforms and applications so people can listen on the go.
“There’s nothing quite as intimate as listening to radio;
and that’s the reaon why radio plays such an important role
within mass communication,” said Schatz.
“One aspect that has definitely changed is that we are
going in a more digital direction, it’s now our responsibility
to publish content on the website, which we tease on air,” said
Anthony Frogatelli, on-air talent for CBS Radio-KFROG.

Manny Sandoval | Chronicle Photos

Also, on-air talent are often given behind the scenes
work that the public doesn’t necessarily get to hear or see—
work typically completed before or after on-air shifts.
For example, broadcasters do not usually have staff writers, instead they are the ones who submit articles via their
website. With extra job duties and deadlines placed upon one
person, working as an on-air talent can be stressful.
“We typically write the stories in between songs or during commercials; along with hosting contests, taking calls,
running commercials and broadcasting traffic info,” continued Frogatelli.
Just like any other business, radio stations often face
budget cuts, which involves cutting out employees and various positions.
“The face of radio is different then it used to be, with
mergers and positions being eliminated, voice tracking etc. It

can be stressful at times; especially when you’re faced with
having to do the work of two, sometimes three people,” said
Christy McLeap, on-air talent for CBS Radio-KFROG.
Depending on the position, it may be a medium to low
stressful job. Managers will have a different stress level than
a person that is on-air talent. Sacrifice and everlasting dedication are all attributes that come along with working in the
radio industry and if you work hard you can find great advantages.
“I’m salary based, but my hard work has also paid off
with making money outside of my salary by doing radio remotes and endorsements that I get paid separate for. The more
of those you have the better off you are! The more popular
you are on-air, the more of those you typically get,” said
McLeap.
Radio broadcasting can be a very rewarding career because one is able to connect with listeners, interview artists,
attend events and debut new music. The rewards one can receive within this career outweigh the flaws.
“This is something that I love doing. I’m not dreading
driving to work, I get to play some of my favorite music. I
get to make peoples day by giving always tickets [...],” said
Frogatelli.
After hearing about critical aspects within the radio industry, if you are still interested in a career as an on-air talent,
maybe this field of work is for you.
“The advice I would give to someone seeking a career
within the radio industry would be, don’t pretend to be someone you aren’t,” said Danielle Perry, mid-morning show host
on Kerrang! Radio.
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Old VHS curse goes viral
By Robert Klimper
Staff Writer
Moviegoers will once again fear the
ring of a phone with the third new movie
“Rings,”now playing in theaters.
The newest addition to “The Ring”
series of movies, despite being apart of
the franchise, one does not need to worry
about seeing the previous films to understand the premise.
“Rings” does have aspects of the
story from the previous two movies, but
explains it well enough for new audience.
According to the storyline, after one
watches a cursed VHS tape, they have
seven days left to live until the ghost girl
Samara comes and takes their life.
The only way to avoid the fate of the
seven day time limit is to make a copy
of the film and show it to someone else,
moving the curse and freeing the original
viewer.
It would not be unreasonable to think
that in this digital age, the cursed VHS
tape would be an outdated way to spread a
supernatural death sentence.
Yet, until a college professor decides
to perform experiments on the cursed footage, it has been confined to an outdated
form of media.
The film delves more into the background of the ghost Samara and why she
kills, as well as looking into her family
history.
“Rings” uses similar film techniques
that were present in the first film, primarily
the use of a blue and green color scheme,
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in this case it comes into effect when Julia
(actress Matilda Lutz) is given the curse.
The blue and green color scheme is
meant to represent a feeling of melancholy
and desperation, something that was present in Samara’s life.
Director F. Javier Gutiérrez has it so
that each scene that Julia is in for the most
of the film is saturated with hues of dark
blue and green, giving a dreary feeling to
most scenes.
For scenes that take place before the
curse is placed on Julia, the colors become
warm and bright.

Robert Klimper | Chronicle Photos

The tone is changed when the focus
switches from someone who is cursed to
someone who is not.
“Rings,” like the previous films in
the franchise, makes heavy use of foreshadowing. Sometimes an image that was
shown for a split second will eventually
unfold a moment later in the film.
To make sure the effect is not lost on
the viewer, heavy cuts to shots from the
cursed VHS are shown whenever Julia
views an area that they represent.
The sound of the film follows the way
that many horror movies have been fol-

lowing. When a terrifying moment is set
to happen, the soundtrack quiets down and
the normal sounds of breathing and walking are enhanced.
This style of sound mixing is something that shines in this movie, the sudden drop of any musical score leads to
heighten sense of dread, as you start to
take in the surroundings more and know
that something scary is going to happen.
“Rings” is a movie that has moments
of tension, but to anyone looking for
scares or a deep plot may find the film to
be lacking.

Watch for new artist Sampha
By Nylles Vernon
Asst. Online Editor
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South London artist Sampha performing at one of his concerts in Los Angeles.

South London singer, composer and songwriter
Sampha has recently released his debut LP “Process” on Feb. 2nd.
Chances are that you may not have seen Sampha before, but you have definitely heard his voice
on some of your favorite songs from Solange, Beyonce, Drake, Frank Ocean and more in the last few
years. The highly anticipated debut album comes off
of Sampha’s EP “Dual,” which was released back in
2010 and is mix of electronic soul and future sounds.
“Process” is a very honest, emotional and spiritual journey that seems to be a presenting of personal burdens that have been weighing on the singer
for quite some time.
On the chord driven “(No One Knows Me) Like
The Piano,” Sampha tells that he ended up gravitating toward the piano when he moved back home
to take care of his mother when she was dying of
cancer.
The first single from the album, “Timmy’s
Prayer,” does an amazing job at paralleling the similarities of being in the graces of someone special that
makes you feel like you’re a prisoner in heaven.
The album is incredibly whimsical at times,
playing around with what sounds like various forms
of Indian and African musical influences through the
entire project.
“Kora Sings” is a song that does just that, sounding like you’re dancing in a circle in the middle of
a Renaissance fair, which is also a dedication to his
late mother.
Sampha sings “You’ve been with me since
the cradle/ You’ve been with me, you’re my angel/
Please don’t you disappear,” as the track ends with

angelic harmonizing until it fades.
Those that are familiar of the London native
might also be fans of his work with the UK indie
pop electronic group SBTRKT, whom he honed his
singing, songwriting and production abilities with.
Listeners will notice that this album is a complete 180 degrees from what they have seen previously in his work with other artists.
The short but sweet interlude “Take Me Inside”
plays its way into the second part of the album that
holds some of the albums most standout records.
One of those records is “Reverse Faults,” a somber introspective look into how Sampha ended up
blaming his partner for his own wrong doings.
“Took the brake pads out the car, and I flew/
Smashed this window in my heart, and I blamed
you,” croons Sampha on the chorus.
There’s a whole lot of pain within this album,
but it is not a somber album, more of a look back on
how much Sampha has been through his 28 years of
living.
The album closer, “What Shouldn’t I Be?” is
a reminder that no matter who or what we are, we
should always keep family close and that we can always come home at the end of the day.
The album does really well at expressing and
sharing personal experiences that resonate with listeners and ends up hitting home throughout.
In all, the 10 track album sits at just over 40
minutes long, leaving you wanting more but it is actually just enough for the soul.
Sampha’s debut album proves that there is a
process for everything, life, death, relationships and
even greatness.
His expertise and influence in music might be
just starting, but it’s apparent that he plans on sticking around for many many years to come.
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all new guests and support any local talents.
Staff Writer
That moment in the spotlight, is a way
Weekly Open Mic night brought to- of expressing themselves for many pergether young art enthusiasts in a Riverside formers such as Mikea.
“For me it’s a way of releasing things
coffee shop on Feb. 6.
Every Monday night at 9 p.m., art en- out,” shared Mikea.
“It’s more like therapeutic. Even
thusiasts explore their community through
though it’s scary, it’s
inspirational
entergood for me,” she
tainment.
added.
There are various
Mikea
shared
talents of performers
with the audience a
such as singers, pobeautiful poem that
ets, rappers, writers
she wrote in a journal
and more.
that she kept going
The Open Mic is
back to.
located in downtown
For the past three
Riverside in the baseyears Mikea has atment of the coffee
tended the event.
shop.
Poet and Writer, Mikea
After she gradu“I’ve been Back
ated college with
to the Grind before, I
her degree in creative
kind of knew what the ambiance was but
I’ve never been to the open mic before,” writing, she needed something to keep her
motivated and the Open Mic did that for
explained Jerry, a performer.
“I still dig it, I’ll come back,” contin- her.
“I needed something to keep pushing
ued Jerry.
On a usual day, Back to the Grind, cof- me and that’s when I started coming more
fee shop is just a cozy place with a relax- regularly and it’s been really cool, It’s been
ing vibe where people study with friends or like a great teacher, getting over my people
anxiety,” said Mikea.
order drinks from the barista.
She believes that the new attendees
However, on Open Mic nights, heading to the back and strolling down the will be blown away from how different this
event is from others.
stairs, people enter a new world of talent.
“People are very supportive of you
The event displays the talented people
of the community, with a positive sense of and what your trying to do, It’s totally eye
opening, it’s cool to see people inspire each
support from the audience.
Attendees are welcoming and kind to other like a nice little community or fam-

By Yesica Gonzalez

“People are very supportive

of you and what your trying to
do, It’s totally eye opening, it’s
cool to see people inspire each
other like a nice little community or family,”

ily,” said Mikea about Open Mic.
Other audience members shared what
they feel when they step into the event.
“It’s diverse, best way to describe it,”
said audience member Brent.
For Jerry, it was his ﬁrst time at the
open mic and he shared his thoughts of his
experience as a ﬁrst timer.
“You gotta be opened minded to appreciate it, I think all of us are,” said Jerry.
Megan performed a delightful poem
where as Brent and Jerry were there to support her and others.

All three discovered the coffee shop
and what happens on Monday nights
through form of communication.
“Mostly word of mouth,” Brent states
as Megan and Jerry agreed.
Just like many attendees at the event,
they would recommend the Open Mic to
people who are open minded.
“There are particular styles, if you just
want to explore a little bit more about our
side, by all means, check it out,” Jerry recommended.

Photo courtesy of theemporiumclitheroe.co.uk

Anyone can get a cup of joe and enjoy open mic Monday nights at Back To the Grind.
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Classical musical among students
By Destiny Guzman
Contributing Writer
Students of CSUSB, have opposing
views about classical music, while professors share the importance of gaining an appreciation for this type of music.
Classical music provides the opportunity to enrich one’s life. It allows one
to free their mind and clear their
thoughts from the everyday busy
life.
There are many benefits when one listens
to classical music.
Benefits of listening to
classical music are: reduction
in stress levels, improves productivity, relieves pain, boosts
memory, and sparks to creativity.
These are just a few of the benefits.
Professor Valentina Wen-Ting Huang
has played the piano for over 40 years. She
teaches Class Piano at CSUSB, as well as
Pasadena City College.
“For me, personally, the benefit of listening to classical music can be summarized in a few key words: calming, uplifting, bringing harmony to life, clearing up
messy thoughts, and finding an emotional
outlet,” said Professor Huang.
This type of music, “[…] doesn’t force
you to feel a certain way. There are no
words,” said student Rachel Rundengan, a
communication major.

The definition of classical music is,
“serious music following long-established
principles.” Only 3 percent of the population listens to classical music, according to
Benjamin
Zander.
Zander is the conductor of The Boston Philharmonic Orchestra. Since
classical music is not part of
popular culture, there are
more students who do not
listen to it.
“I don’t listen to
classical music. It’s
not that I don’t like
it or that I choose not
to, it’s just that I didn’t
grow up around it,” said
Natalie Ochoa, a sociology
major.
“I do not listen to classical music,” said student
Soriya Fierro, a sociology
major.“I don’t listen to classical music because it doesn’t grab my attention,” said student Julio Jauregui, a business
major.
There are more students who do not
listen to classical music; however, there are
some students who do. For those who do
not, there are different reasons as to why.
Whatever the reason may be, the choice to
listen to classical music comes with many
benefits versus not listening.
“I listen to classical music just when

I have to do homework because it actually
helps me to concentrate,” said student Alexis Gomez, a biology major.
Even though classical music is not part
of popular culture, “[…] there is an universal element in classical music that can reach
to human heart disregard background, experience, understanding,” said professor
Huang.
There are many possibilities that one
could find to motivate themselves to listen
to this type of music. Because this type of
music is no longer a part of popular culture,
learning the history behind this type of music can motivate one to listen to it.
Famous composers such as Mozart,
Bach, and Beethoven can be the focal
points to which one can learn to enjoy
classical music. Another reason to choose
to listen to classical music is the fact that
these instruments are the foundation to
most popular songs today. Also, these
instruments and artists paved the way. In
order to have what we listen to nowadays,
someone had to start somewhere. That
somewhere is classical music.
Famous composers such as
Haydn, Mozart, Bach, and Beethoven,
all worked hard to achieve their goals.
Just as students are working hard to
achieve their goals, a commonality can
be found among college students and famous composers. Classical music is not part
of popular culture today. However, in that
era it was popular. These famous composers

were once students who traveled to the best
schools to further their knowledge in this
specific area. Here one can acknowledge
that there is a value in learning more about
classical music or even just listening to it.
“Go back to your roots
and see or hear what used
to be the norm,” said student Dominic Indolino, a
communication major.
Knowing the history can
add value to one’s experience of
listening to classical music. The
past lives of famous composers,
such as Haydn, Bach, Mozart, and
Beethoven, is an essential
part of this type of music.
Therefore, it can add
value to one’s personal
experience.
“It takes me closer
to the world of the composers and the times
they lived. I feel connected
with the soul of the musicians, artists and their
true emotions. I think
artists represent and
reflect the spirit of
their time. So, in the
way, I am connected
with the society and
culture of a particular
time period in the history
too,” said Huang.

Streaming is the new cable
streaming TV.
“Honestly, […] I see no point to get
Staff Writer
a cable subscription, I mean everything I
Streaming services have become a want to watch is online,” said Alex Carls,
prominent alternative to TV and changed a 21-year-old junior at CSUSB who reprehow shows are watched. It has become com- sents the growing younger demographic of
monplace for people in the United States to binge-watchers.
watch multiple episodes of a TV show in
Netflix and Hulu have original series
one sitting, even finishing an entire season in which they release all of the episodes of
for some people. This phenomenon has be- a season, instead of the traditional weekly
come known by the term “binge watching.” release of shows.
With streaming services like NetfSince 2011, Netflix has risen in over
lix and Hulu offering people the option to sixty million subscribers while Hulu back in
indulge in this new kind of way to enjoy May of 2016 hit twelve million subscribers.
shows, more and more people have begun
In turn by the end of 2015 24.6 million
to cut the cord from cable companies and U.S. households cut the cord and switched
have chosen the more available option of exclusively to streaming services.
It is not unusual
for people of the
younger demographic to still see a use to
cable.
Shamce Ahmad,
a 21-year-old senior
at CSUSB, said, “I
would still have a
cable subscription
since it’s the best
way to watch sports
at the moment.”
Ahmad made
a point to say that if
down the line more
games were offered
online for streaming he would lose
the reason for him
to keep a cable subscription alongside a
Sometimes it is easy for student Netflix users to become distracted from assignments.

By Robert Klimper

Robert Klimper | Chronicle Photos

Netflix is not limited to streaming via television, it available for access on mobile devices, tablets, and computers.
Netflix subscription which he shares with a
friend of his.
“If more of the shows that I liked continued to get cancelled and then picked up
on Netflix I will end my cable subscription,”
said Mary Amara, a 69-year-old retiree.
Amara, who has had a cable subscription for twenty years, is unlike most seniors
in the 65-80 demographic thinking about
actually cutting the cord.
“Well, since I only watch shows on the
weekends, I like to watch as much as can
and want the whole season of the show to be
there.” said Matthew Klimper, a 11th-grade
high school student.
With binge watching there have been
studies that report when someone binge
watches a show, a feeling of depression can
arise when they finish watching it.
Klimper has never felt sadness when he
finished a show, a feeling shared by Carls
and Ahmad. Amara on the other hand did
say, “Well when I get so invested in the

show that when it ends I feel sad that I have
to wait another six months to see where the
story goes next.”
“I think [services like Netflix] [have]
changed the distribution landscape for the
better” said Lane Shefter Bishop, assistant
professor of Communication at CSUSB,
and producer of movies like “The DUFF”
and “The Choking Game.”
Bishop has been producing shows for
networks like Fox and ABC for more than
six years. Although she has never pitched
a show to a streaming service she does see
how much they have grown over the past
few years. On the topic of subscription
services rising to an importance similar to
cable companies, Bishop believed it was an
eventuality.
A common outlet for enjoyment for
Carls is the streaming services available online, a cheaper alternative to cable, and in
the long run he can see that streaming will
become the new cable.
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EXTRA! EXTRA!
READ ALL ABOUT IT!
We are looking for more news and opinions writers, photo reporters,
illustrators, and social media enthusiasts. In addition to acquiring new
skills and enriching portfolios, students will have an opportunity to interact with journalists and editors from L.A.Times.
Simply enroll in COMM243A, Print & Online Journalism and become
a staff writer, a photo reporter, or a social media team for a quarter. If
you enjoy this work, you may be eligible to apply for paid editor positions in the newspaper in the coming quarters. For more information
or to receive an add code please email the Faculty Advisor for the
Chronicle, Dr. Mariam Betlemidze at mariam.betlemidze@csusb.edu.

©2012. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.

A UNIVERSITY
COURSE LIKE
THIS TAKES
COURAGE.

START STRONG with Army ROTC. You’ll develop unmatched leadership
skills while you earn money for tuition. And, when you graduate and
complete Army ROTC, you’ll commission as an officer in the U.S. Army.
Learn more at goarmy.com/rotc

Call CSU San Bernardino Army ROTC at (909) 537-3555. The office is located
at Faculty Office Building, Rooms 124 and 125. We are located west of the
PFAU Library. To learn more visit goarmy.com/rotc/gz06
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Traveling as an athlete

As men’s soccer made the postseason this year in
Athletes tend to be even busier when they return,
the
last
game,
students
were
unable
to
speak
with
their
having
to catch up on double the amount of work of what
Staff Writer
professors in person.
they missed.
Although all the teams at this university play
Although athletes are representing
This could also mean if
against teams based in California, athletes sometheir campus community, it’s known that
they traveled up north twice
times will travel for three to four days at a time to
missing classes is an issue when it comes to
on the same days on different
play teams up north.
your final game.
weeks, they miss up to two
In season, all athletes tend to lose some perPlaying away in games for athletes is
weeks of their classes.
centage of their final grade, due to not being able to
something that has pros and cons.
“I enjoyed the Chico trip
attend all the classes.
“Playing away is always a good time,
as there was a big crowd for
At the start of the season, athletes are required
you’re around friends all the time and repa big game that we ended up
to share their schedule with professors to inform
resenting the university,” mentioned men’s
winning late. The worst trip
them about their inability to attend classe due to
soccer player Richard Caine.
I’ve had so far is Fresno since
competition.
“However, your routine completely
we traveled a long bus ride,
Richard Caine
changes, you don’t
and lost the game, then to add
get to prepare as
salt to the wound, we ended
well as you can at
up traveling straight back that
home,” added Caine.
night,” said Nic Turkington of
Athletes are
men’s soccer.
given a budget
Traveling is just another
depending on the
requirement of being an athamount of time they
lete. Teams tend to travel at
are travelling, and
early times of the day in order
many students rely
to train before match days.
on the stipend.
Compared to being at
Athletes must
home there is some disadvanmaintain their school
tages of playing away, they
Nic Turkington
work while they are
don’t get to sleep in their own
away, and prior to
bed and they don’t get to eat
leaving, organize a deal with prothe foods that prepare them before home games.
fessors determining how they can
Away days are always tough when it comes to the
catch up on what they missed.
actual game.
Professors tend to accomAs mentioned you don’t have the best preparation,
modate as student-athletes as
but you also play in front of fans who try to antagonize
much as they can, due to certain
you to put you off your performance.
circumstances.
Travelling has its pros and cons, but no matter where
However,
there
isn’t
always
athletes
play, they will be representing CSUSB commuPhoto courtesy of OfficialSportsTrips
a
solution.
nity
for
the
good.
Teams have to deal with arduous journeys across different states to play depending on their skill.

By Kieron Coleman

“Playing away is always

a good time, you’re around
friends all the time and representing the university,”

“I enjoyed the Chico trip as
there was a big crowd for a
big game that we ended up
winning late.”

Academics vs. athletics
By Breeze Rivers
Staff Writer

Playing a sport in college can be the
most rewarding, yet challenging experience for collegiate athletes
who endeavor to effectively
balance academics and
athletics.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
requires student-athletes to
earn a minimum grade-point
average (GPA) of 2.0 in order
to receive scholarships, train in
practice sessions and participate in games.
“To keep my grades up I
consistently check my BlackBoard account and email so
that I stay up to date with my
classes and assignments,”
said Sarah Bradley,
kinesiology major
and Coyote
women’s
soccer
player.
“I also go talk to my professors if I
need help or clarification,” said Bradley.
Time management plays a key role in
the lives of athletes.

“I keep a planner with me at school
and I write down all the things I have
to do for school and soccer in it,” said
Bradley.

Study hall is a resource that athletes can utilize to help them succeed
academically.
“Study hall is important because
it provides a space for the athletes to
focus on their academics and keep
their GPA in an honorable place,”
said Katie Rumfola, study hall proctor, and assistant coach for women’s
soccer.
However, some athletes are
forced to complete study hall hours.
It is up to the head coach of
each sport to set a rule for their
players to participate in
study hall.
Each sport
varies for study
hall requirements. For men and
women’s soccer, if a player has
a GPA below 3.0, they must
complete six hours of
study hall a week. For

Athletes

women’s basketball, if a player has a GPA
above 3.5, they do not need study hall.
“I had study hall last quarter because I was a freshman and it was man-

datory,” said Tawny Vanderlinden, a
redshirt for Coyote women’s soccer.
Daytime study hall is open Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 11 a.m. Evening study hall is open
Monday through Thursday from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m.
Students are able to come in
during these times and complete the
number of hours they need. All hours
are tracked with a sign-in sheet.
Academics are important for
athletes because without it, they
become ineligible to compete.
For this reason, it is
always stressed that
student-athletes are
students before they
are athletes.
The NCAA believes that
managing a sport in college
correlates with life and
will better prepare

students for the world.
“Increasingly, the business world
is focusing on creating a team environment with employees. By competing in
college sports, student-athletes
learn important skills such as
leadership, time management
and how to work with others
toward a common goal,” said
the NCAA website.
The value of academic
success for athletes is also
recognized in the Athletics Department’s mission statement,
which promises to emphasize
the importance of academic
progress so that our studentathletes will graduate with a
degree in their chosen field of
study.
While it is a rewarding
privilege to compete in
Division II athletics, CSUSB’s
studentathletes
face pressure to maintain grades
and work hard each day to manage both
the academic and athletic aspects of their
lives.

Academics
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New Orleans gearing up for NBA All-Star Game
By Tyler Vanderelst
Staff Writer

With the NBA All-Star break coming
up on Feb. 17, fans will be watching the
best of the best go up against each other.
Top players like LeBron James of the
Cavaliers and Steph Curry of the Warriors
headline the list of All-Star starters.
The NBA All-Star game is a showcase
of all the best players from the Western and
Eastern conferences.
The Eastern Conference includes
players like: Lebron James and Kyrie Irving both from the Cavaliers and Demar
Derozan from the Raptors who have again
shown why they have been considered
some of the best players in the East.
The Western Conference comes in
looking just as good as the East. They have
players like Steph Curry and Kevin Durant
both from the Warriors and James Harden
of the Rockets.
While the potential MVP Russell
Westbrook of the Thunder was selected to
the All-Star game but as a backup.
This has left fans wondering how
someone who is having one of the greatest
seasons in recent NBA history is coming
off the bench in the All-Star game.
Terrance Williams has been a fan
of basketball his entire life, while he has
grown up a Lakers fan he enjoys watching
Westbrook play.
“I was shocked when I found out Westbrook wasn’t a starter after having one of
the greatest seasons ever,” said Williams.

Tyler Vanderelst | Chronicle Photo

NBA fans from all over are looking forward to the All-Star Game, to watch the best of the best play against each other.
With only limited spots available on
the All-Star teams many players who believed they should have made the All-Star
game got snubbed.
Some of the players who got snubbed

were players like Damian Lilliard of the
Trail Blazers, who is one of the top point
guards in the NBA.
Another player who didn’t make the
cut was Kristaps Porzingis who plays for

the New York Knicks.
Arguably, the best player in the NBA
this year is Russell Westbrook.
He did not make the starting team because he did not receive as many votes as
the popular Curry.
Because the teams are chosen from fan
votes, the implicit bias limits some players
who deserve to make it.
With the NBA being filled with talent, it is always a hard process on choosing
how the All-Star’s are chosen. Cameron
Theis thinks they should change how the
All-Star teams get picked.
“I think the NBA should get rid of the
fan vote or making less prioritized and let
the players and coaches pick the best players so it is not a popularity contest,” said
Theis.
Many players don’t make the cut because they are on a less popular team than
some of the other players.
With the top two teams being in the
last two championships it has made them
a little more popular than the other teams.
The reigning champions the Cleveland
Cavaliers had three players selected to the
All-Star game which is more than any other team on the East had.
While the most popular team in the
NBA right now the Golden State Warriors had four players selected to the game
which is three more than any other team
had.
With the lineups set, it is looking to be
another fun All-Star game with the NBA’s
best talent playing for victory.

Winter and spring athletic facilities back in use
By Yera Nanan
Staff Writer

Though many of our winter and spring
sports are outdoor sports and aren’t played
on school grounds, the fields we use have a
unique history of their own.
The baseball team uses Fiscalini Field
for practice and home games.
The 3,500 capacity field is located
only 15 minutes away from CSUSB, right
off of East Highland Avenue.
Fiscalini Field was first built in 1934
and originally named after Fredrick Thomas Perris, who helped construct the early
stages of the city as a railroad developer.
The field was then renovated in 1993
and renamed after city native John Fis-

calini, who found success playing for San
Bernardino High School, Cal Berkeley and
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
At Perris Hill Park, the field was used
by the Pittsburgh Pirates and the St. Louis
Browns for spring training from 1935 to
1953.
The 1988 film “Stealing Home” featured Fiscalini Field in the opening and
closing scenes of the movie.
The minor league baseball team, the
San Bernardino Spirit, were in season and
using the field at the time it was featured in
the film as well.
The track and field team, uses the track
located right by the softball field.
The team holds practice there but in
the event of bad weather conditions they

Lauren Jennings | Chronicle Photo

Fiscalini Field on the first day of opening weekend for the 2017 season. Coyotes played the Dixie State Trailblazers.

Yera Nanan | Chronicle Photo

Track and field prepares for their season on the track located in the outskirts of the main campus by the softball field.
then train in the Coussoulis Arena. Track
and Field doesn’t hold any of there own
meets on campus since it doesn’t meet CIF
regulations.
“We don’t have a real track or the
equipment that we need, so we’re practicing at all these different places when we
can,” said track captain Yanitza Padfield.
The athletes and coaching staff wish
they had more to work with but because of
financial difficulties a lot of team fund raising has been done over the years.
“Our school and athletics don’t take us
seriously since we’re such a new program
but the coaches and athletes are trying to
change that,” continued Padfield.
The softball team practices and hosts
home games on campus on the field next to
parking lots H and G, near Coyote Drive.
The field was improved from 20012002 with renovations made to the dugouts
and infield.
Protective padding was added along
the fence to meet the current California
Collegiate Athletic Association requirements.
The golf team hosts their own tour-

nament at the Arrowhead Country Club
known as the Dave Stockton Coyote Golf
Classic. This is the only country club in the
city of San Bernardino.
Tom Self is the owner of the San Bernardino Golf Club located right off of Waterman Avenue. He’s been associated with
the country club since he was nine and has
accumulated a profound golf history.
“I basically grew up at Arrowhead and
I started playing there when I was nine,”
said Self.
“It’s had its great moments and is still
a great golf course to play on today,” continued Self.
The golf classic the golf program hosts
there is a fund raising event that has accumulated over $600,000 for the 19 years it’s
been held.
The CSUSB golf team has had a string
of success there, finishing in the top five
against other schools this season and last
year.
Though some teams don’t have their
own facilities on campus to hold meets and
practice on, they continue to stay resilient
and pursue their season goals.
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Super Bowl LI makes history
Fans of the Patriots and the Falcons both had
their share of excitement during the game,
but Patriots fans got the last laugh in OT.
By Megan Vina

S

Staff Writer

uperbowl LI, the biggest sporting event of
the year, was a roller coaster of emotions for
both New England Patriots and Atlanta Falcon fans.
Patriots rallied for 25 points and came back from a
28-3 Falcon lead.
Patriots went for 75 yards on eight plays, and it was
a two yard touchdown run in overtime that earned them
their fifth Superbowl title.
This has been a crazy year in sports comebacks. The
Golden State Warriors let a 3-1 lead go
to the Cavilers in the NBA finals
and the Cleveland Indians also
blew a 3-1 lead to the Cubs
in the World Series
Superbowl LI was
the first ever Super
Bowl game, out of 50
previous, to go into overtime.
The 34-28
win marks the
fifth time the
Vince
Lombardi Trophy
has been in
the hands of the
New England Patriots.
Atlanta dominated the entire first half. They were up
21-3 at halftime, and it looked like the Falcons were going
to come away with the easy victory.
“I feel bad for the people who that stopped paying
attention to the game,” stated Atlanta fan Zach Navarro.
“The game is never over until the final whistle,” added Navarro.
At halftime it was Lady Gaga’s turn to take the field.
She performed her top hits and even jumped off the
roof of NRG Stadium. There were hundreds of drones flying behind her, and they all came together and formed the
American Flag in the sky.

When the game resumed, a Falcons fumble with just
eight minutes left in the third quarter sparked the comeback for the Patriots.
The Patriots did not let this possession go
to waste. They came back with a touchdown and completed a two point conversion to tighten the score, 28-20.
A spectacular catch by Falcon wide receiver Julio Jones,
left the clock running and
put the Falcons in good
position to pull away
yet again.
With just three
minutes left in the
game, the Falcons
could not reach the
end zone and were
forced to punt because of an incomplete pass and a sack
that put them out of
field goal range.
Another
spectacular layout catch,
this time by the Patriots wide
receiver, Julian Edelman, brought the Patriots closer to
the end zone. They scored the touchdown and completed
another two point conversion with under a minute left to
tie the game at 28 and take it to overtime.
The Patriots had possession of the ball to start the
sudden-death overtime period. They kept their momentum and Atlanta’s defense could not stop them.
It was New England running back James White’s two
yard run that left Atlanta fans speechless.
“I knew Tom Brady would come through, he doesn’t
go down without a fight,” stated Ariel Manzano.
With 42 out of 63 passes completed for 466 yards,
Patriots quarterback Tom Brady was selected to be the
Superbowl MVP.
Brady surpasses former San Francisco 49er Joe Montana with five super bowl wins over Montana’s four.
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